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  i  
ABSTRACT  
   
 This creative thesis is a work of narrative and lyric poetry. Death and Nature are two 
complex themes that emerge frequently in the poems and work as well across the 
breadth of the manuscript. The speakers’ perspectives vary and are indebted to two 
sub-genres of poetry, namely—The Poetry of Witness, and Ekphrastic Poetry. Their 
psycho-analytic underpinnings are at times indisputable, and at other times, purely 
subjective. Many poems address political and human rights issues in the Middle East, 
and in the rest of the world. It is here that the poems depend and reveal flexibility 
with diction and varying structures. Overall, the poems reflect and investigate 
possible restraints and choices, both internally by the details and images, and 
externally by multiple experiments with free verse forms.  
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I. 
Awareness 
 
 
A wave raises its head 
sleek neck first then snout 
for an instant water lifts itself  
out in a peak then dissolves back 
into the great ocean   
 
a lone fishermen  
stands with his net as a  
poet tangles in the full   
momentum of a wave  
carried away in the current of   
 
thought streaming  
through mind the body is  
the water a wave rippling  
from one shore to another  
rapid as a river 
growing outwards never fixed 
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Subjectivism 
 
The windshield smacks a sparrow it falls stunned  
to the middle of asphalt, traffic does not stop  
but the bird revives and flies off.  
 
There’s a lesson here, I promise myself, and forget.  
 
The cabbie tells me her name over and over 
all that sticks she was a director at Athens TV station  
six months ago. 
 
At the Agora, drops of sweat trickle down  
a bridge of nose.  The tour guide regales us;  
from an ancient Greek market a past filters  
down into present memory.  
 
In the future my dollars are poor.  
The moon’s a little further there’s no more euro  
and I’m already old 
my speech outdated  
patterned with now  
 
encapsulating a time that was, 
is to the impending old news.  
 
Somewhere in India a driver passes a dead donkey. 
Rolls down a Bentley window, throws a fistful of rupees  
to children running behind his car. Waterfalls  
 
plummet, dams hold back, amass, limit. 
 
Then there are days when water is butter  
you can’t tell the horizon from waves  
the blur delicious  
in contrast to billboard myths. 
 
How to articulate this ache  
full as clouds dark with water…  
 
Perhaps all this a concept sprung  
from Hera’s naughty head,  
 
 
 
trickling down. 
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To the Beach With My Nephew  
Along Route 30, Kuwait 
 
 
 
It’s the way we held a sandwich in each hand: 
we relished the ride. I recall light blue 
skies, turn a back on soot-heavy black  
 
                                        spewing from the Ahmadi Oil Refinery, 
uncapped flares smoking like dirty dinars lighting the desert on fire for more.  
 
The refinery resembles New York City at night to those who know and dream  
  
of being somewhere else, maybe over there 
though we savor cheap falafels over here.                                           
 
Once we reach the shore I tell Little Ant how clean the deep used to be.  
 
Now barnacles form  
          on Styrofoam, 
                                                         wind hurls the white-tipped whorls 
like a heartbeat, 
like a refinery  
that never sleeps. 
 
 
I want to say Enough, oh Sea, but the waves keep coming. 
                                                                                   
 
Two hermit crabs locked in battle: 
it’s in the way their claws grip. 
 
My sister meant well, jumped to interfere,  
save the smaller from becoming  
the larger one’s meal 
 
but the waves kept coming       and we are in Manhattan  
looking out a window               over the Hudson. 
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What the Charlatan Said to an Elephant 
 
 
 
It wasn’t from me.  It came and went. I wanted to hold it— but 
didn’t realize I was shark and fly. In the sea, all things are healed  
or devoured— and this is the concomitance of water. 
 
In the way flies love food humans create. One tells me this  
while I stir-fry peppers, tastes my arm with its feet then bites salt off my skin 
before I whack all appetite from veined wings stunned still. 
 
Although I save my crusts of bread for other,  
more savory creatures, birds beneath trees, inadvertently feeding ants  
that come out in shifts to carry off treasure.   
 
It wasn’t from me.  It came and went. I wanted to hold it— 
this singular center. I wanted to be calm water.  But the sea surges dis- 
passionately— didn’t realize I was wave and sea. 
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Rage 
 
Against dwindling light I rest 
my head against 
its glimmer 
to listen, 
 
the winding down 
beat-tint and glow, going, 
 
takes me along with— 
stay here, I tell it 
 
what were you doing  
as the lambent 
 
left? Where were you 
 
as we beat at its chest 
—asleep somewhere 
with one fist  
 
over your heart? 
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Material Dream 
 
 
 
 
A woman intonates the ad 
on the radio, overtakes airwaves in my car. We listeners are pulled  
into her speech: 
                                 What to buy, and how many; who to cross off  
Christmas lists: mattresses, down comforters, sets of high thread count 
sheets                        pillow shams                           and more. 
      
Somniloquist, I’m in a warm bathtub of words,  
forget am being conned to buy gift cards for the fray. 
                                                         
Somnolent, her voice drips possibilities store credit cards  
bring, drowses me 
into material dream, lends visa to spend;  
 
                                                               It’s like being drawn into the interior 
of a feather sleeping bag, soft green down of her voice pulling me into a store of                                                                                                   
Sleep, America. 
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Cubist Confetti  
 
 
This moment is an outdoor village ceremony (or how  
I imagine one to be), with mounds of Mexican wedding cookies  
threatening to tumble down tables. There are people,  
piles of them, everywhere and suddenly 
come for spectacle. 
 
                                           Outside the commotion,  
a blindfolded boy swings at a piñata, moving along imaginary lines. 
Candy jumps the air in 3-D from paper mâché, strings  
of colored spaghetti. 
 
Down by a river,  
feasting villagers watch the regatta  
skim over water:       trajectory of eyes hurl  
                                   towards an eddy 
then stop, swirl, break into color-drops.   
   
                         In festive randomness,  
no one stops to think whether this scatter motion  
comes from too much drink, or if the donkey by the roadside  
with its guts spilled open is a bad omen. 
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The Great Divide 
After Jan Fabre’s Matérialization du Langáge 
 
 
But what face is this, disembodied head, crowning 
top-left corner, eyes sketched shut? 
A new world opens up when its gravid tongue 
draws the lips apart,  
torrents across the canvas in a conjugated stream 
as if the artist, part spectator, all intent 
before the panoramic stage, pressed 
his lips together as he drew, stopped 
the current of his own tongue 
so that he might channel the gateway of his wit 
into the emerging scene. As if the artist, 
unwilling to speak, armed with a 
blue-tipped pen, envisioned 
inky fragments as patterns of speech 
every dash a lexicon 
shaping the mural of the self 
until the visage 
spilling through the landscape of mind 
translates ink 
and tongue, piercing 
fleshy seals, gives birth to itself 
in a downward lick, 
splits the canvas in two, 
coming to rest in a curled tip. 
As if in co-creating 
the hemispheres of the 
painting the artist 
thinks on where this image 
came from, the source 
for each blue line parsed upon the page 
until, in lending itself to form 
language’s multifoliate face 
renders, divided, like this. 
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Occlusions 
 
 
i- What we leave out 
 
 
I know something of that clank,  
nickels and pennies in my mouth, 
of times they rust at the back of my throat,  
making me think of rosebushes  
along my back yard wall,  
my urge to clip their unruly babel of leaves  
down to its original stump  
and I am lost  
among the shrubbery of my own language, 
held back by arbitrary branches.  
At night I brush twigs from my bushy hair,  
pull thorns from under the tip of my tongue.  
Makes me think of my grandmother,  
when she turned seven, seeing speech  
as perception, announced to her immigrant mother  
there will be no more Polish spoken  
in the house again, only American.  
Who taught me how to swear in her maternal  
tongue, who often spoke of how Nana Julia  
would scream  
long strings of words  
at her husband in a language my grandmother  
didn’t remember, monosyllabic or compound phrases,  
just cuss words randomly passed down. 
Julia spoke flawless Yiddish, whose loss  
of parents at nine left her speechless.  
Her brothers sent her daily to sell  
their harvest in the market.  
She must have sounded funny 
trying to barter, looked lost  
among leafy vegetables. The Jewish men  
took pity on her, brought Julia home to their wives  
who sang in the kitchen, taught her to bake knish.  
Her brothers never knew this, thought she learned Yiddish 
on her own. My mother tells me this one night as she nods off,  
smiling at an image of grandpa Stanislaus mumbling,  
 
 
standing up for dramatic pause, looks down at his screechy  
wife, then with one grand flip turns his hearing aid off.  
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ii. Loose Change 
 
 
Sometimes people in a Kuwaiti  
market mistake me for American,  
which I am, but also one of them,  
unlike my British brother in-law,  
who teaches Arabs to speak English  
there at thirty-five dollars an hour,  
his price half the cost 
the institute he once worked at  
charged for his cockney.  
Even my brother in-law can hear  
my own words as different, almost off-key,  
like my sisters, softer on the gutturals  
and heavier intonations. Yes, 
I tell him, yes, I am lost between  
the diphthongs of one language  
and another, among three-pronged  
Arabic, its roiling lyric, and  
Anglophone Latin, who’s various  
roots twist and branch plural versions,  
British or American English,  
yes, I am lost in my own lack  
of singular linguistic socialization. 
 
 
Who are we, peering out from a constructed sentence,  
giving it jingle and form? Who can price our coins? 
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iii. What we take for granted. 
 
 
At the T-Mobile branch I single Elton out,  
his unmistakable lilt: Elton is Chaldean,  
from the land of Babel and Sumer.  
Has never been there, but wants to be  
an interpreter in Iraq because the money,  
he heard, is good. When his manager steps  
back into the store Elton stops being  
familiar, cuts the conversation, says loudly 
he was born in Michigan,  
explains my new messaging service  
will let me text Kuwait at forty-five cents 
a pop. Elton pronounces Kuwait  
like the noun is made of money;  
an associated value with this word   
reminds me we both take for granted 
the wealth of a multiple language.  
Elton reminds me of my father  
who never took the name of the Lord  
in vain but praised it, who often  
switched around compound words 
in English, saying towel paper or  
stew beef.  Who took for granted  
I would be proficient in Arabic,  
dismayed at my syntactic variations.  
I took for granted our last conversation, 
mostly because of shock as we watched  
a broadcast of Nick, the kidnapped US  
contractor on TV, too stumped to speak.  
 
 
 
What we leave out, or take for granted. What we take in vain.  
The way they held a knife under his throat, ululating His Name. 
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Along the Meridian Lines Converge,  
Fall Away 
 
 
 
In the thick of his study, Mr. Arthur considers 
where ideas come from, his mind wandering to the end of its tether 
& back, thinks there are thoughts we pluck from ether, 
 
words we pull 
from a common bin; 
what you think of, 
I put down on paper. 
 
Currents of thread along the cotton sleeve of mind loom  
& project the room 
you almost hear 
each inflected letter, 
their hieroglyph crackle.  
 
It is no small matter, thinks Mr. Arthur. Apparently,  
to some, random strings 
sewn together.  
For others, a wand  
within, uttering 
 
alphabets, link 
arms & knit 
words: arrowheads for canyons of meaning 
beyond the concrete 
shawl of script 
find their mark, 
steady an arm & let go, splitting the air apart with their points. 
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Across Hoover Dam 
 
 
It’s the way music keeps fading in       and out like a flashlight searches 
the night’s thicket. Traffic                   from Las Vegas stretches toward  
Phoenix and we are stuck in               it, in thick June heat; lines of cars  
standing still and all a mirage                  straining itself against a distant  
basin holding back water                 behind mortar and brick. By sunset 
we’d have reached the other          side of the bridge but I can’t contain 
this moment. You turn up the      volume real high, hide a scoff behind 
a barely concealed sneer, at my         struggle to capture light, my flimsy 
net of words, my jars of dust              as a rusty song plays on the radio:      
I want to speak of the infinite                 possibilities in a what if, explain  
how everything in life is music           but the song keeps coming in and       
out as if its light was too unbear           -able it came through in bits like 
your broken E minor notes, your             half-flat G’s and screechy C’s; 
and isn’t it true we are all damaged,                   the world full of sounds  
of dirty light in jade eyes,                                       of so much held back  
 
music? 
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Dear Infinite Fractal, Why does a Circle  
Fall Apart? 
 
 
 
If the forehead is transmitter  
and the heart 
 
 receiver, then my thoughts  
pump through  
 
your body, just as yours  
pierce mine;  
 
this motion we create 
happens before we touch.  
 
But instead of streaming  
our geometry stilts,  
 
halts in the middle 
stifled breath cements in chests.  
 
I would be angry too,  
if I had to grow— not up, just into  
 
this…slow brittleness.  
And yes, the diameter of the self,  
 
clenched and stiff, its porcelain 
cracked, over-baked from  
 
desert sun, is glaze–chipped  
from gazing at the fiery disk,  
 
so that you might say the light 
 is harsh and violent  
 
but it is only that you stare long  
into its brightness that you  
 
turn, lost in the ocean  
of it, your strident thoughts going  
 
somewhere, where  
angry anger stamps out color.  
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O, the ugly loss of frequency— 
 and the thought—  
 
of fitting the ocean in a coffee cup! 
Absurd as rabbits in purple feather jackets. 
 
As you, not knowing if you stare at the sun  
you will not see only light, but nothing.                
 
 
Hearts, hear me: how does a circle begin anew? 
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II. 
 After London’s Great Exhibition (1851) 
After the Prince Albert Memorial 
 
Sure as rain the tourists come drizzling out 
to see what love has wrought 
under auspices of Victoria, former Empress 
 
of India, spectator to her great saudade. Consider  
this: a love story about a queen and her lover  
alters the course of history. Who,  
 
unable to conquer death, try to swallow  
the world instead. Now Albert’s gold effigy  
sits on a throne, flanked by continent cornerstones,   
 
ignited in citrus, light of the sun, center of its  
solar system. Mid-stage in tribute to his former  
empire, panoptic view   
  
wrapped in a Frieze de Parnassus;  
finishing touches of a woman on fire.  
After Albert left it, the entire world could not fill it—  
 
a hole ripped deep in that queen, her reign  
of stunted amore, cut to the dangerous quick,  
tipped the world and persons in it.  
  
Was it passion that led Albert to envisage  
London’s Great Exhibition? People came in herds  
to look on colonial wonders displayed in British  
 
fairgrounds: a commodity of spectacle  
through the gaze.  You start by enslaving language:  
first their own then give them yours.  
 
Now they come from those far corners depicted  
around his Memorial, moving inwards from liminal spaces,  
talk shades of English, all mish-mash broken pidgin-  
 
Europe, Asia, Africa, America- all come in, uttering 
Albert’s name, take a picture or two, looking back 
on what remains, change meaning. 
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Rant 
 
 
Rabid dogs at the Iron Gate howl down the trellis.  
                     But I am a fortress.  
                   Enclosed in thick bricks,   
           a force of nature in and of myself. 
 
                 Stand in the middle of rain 
     -drenched fields and rigor mortis setting. 
 
A wet nurse bars the doors.  
                                                 Outside the moat,  
                   carcasses of jackasses swell 
                   to weep. Maggots eat out 
                   from the center 
they are necromancers, conjurers of what’s dead: 
that nurse is a love-hearse. I am a lilied liver  
                      inside of her, 
           blocked in by necrophilic tissue.  
  
                     I am that Someone Wistful standing 
behind red velvet rope. Dogs bark  
             across the field. Owls hoot in clearings                                              
 
while the moon dances crazily,   
    fragments over water: lily-white fingers  
                                          press the surface and sink in. 
   Something rises. 
Something scratches on the door. Then the frantic whispers, 
 
let me in. 
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Tashakkur 
 
 
I give thanks for daffodils  
along the windowsills of my mind, think praises  
in my neo cortex  
 
for the awareness  
that moves through gray matter sponging 
in my cranium’s cave, 
 
for the litany of days  
that carry on, still blossoming as flowers  
continue to blossom, 
 
I am grateful  
for the excess of fuchsia dipped in a single  
petal,  
 
fractals of flowers,  
those starbursts of orange outside  
my window  
 
speckled with white,  
as arcane clusters infusing the hours  
that turn  
 
evening to night.  
For flamingoes they simultaneously rise 
in my chest  
 
when reading Odysseus Elytis. 
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Rhapsody from A Park Bench 
 
 
 
 
There is an out-of-place letter  
in my nomenclature,  
an i in my name I did not intend  
for ‘me’s’ design; has no space for i   
 
in it, though it’s there,   
written on my birth certificate  
            (ego of a single dangling 
syllable, stiff body, round head 
inverse exclamatory  
wannabe participant). 
 
 
A women at a Manhattan hotel check-in  
spots the discrepancy, points it  
out, makes stilted chit-chat  
(asks where my shoes are from,  
whether ‘i’ am a citizen).  
 
Even census demographic forms  
            are in consensus:     
there is no defining box for  
‘me’ to check: only a definitive  
                     of eventual pine box.  
 
 
(Alloy & form: substance & gesture) 
 
 
Call a body what you will: ‘i’ is a paradox, 
                             a book that reads  
from both ends.  
Though neither shoe fits, ‘i’ has one foot  
                                             on each side  
of the fence and neither side  
likes it. ‘I’ walks  
(with mismatched socks) from East  
to West, cuts a path down  
Central Park to this wooden bench  
 
where my feet rest, sunlight watched 
to a dwindle under the shade  
  23  
of a heat-struck oak: and 
(how the sky speaks  
in vermillion tongue,  
shades of green 
moss and blue grass,  
rich ochre earth between             
light-diffused leaves):  
though the sun is setting  
           a new moon rises,  
whispers before leaving 
 
my name spelled  
backwards is name. 
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If the Pursuit is Real—         
 
        
She knows something of intent. 
You can tell by her flounce of skirt 
and clack of heels; present, yet  
 
barely heard.  By the way she  
had to insist I wanted to run into  
you, and did.  The truth is,  
 
I ran after her. Just disappearing 
across the frame of my door 
as if I, half-not believing  
 
in the good, the for- 
tune of my luck, but  
jumped at the chance to know  
 
what I already knew when  
I said, again, I was hoping we’d meet. 
In the way a moment  
 
unzips its layers. In the way  
she turned, the glimmer of her air  
as she spoke. 
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Fever 
 
 
I remember you as a hallucination, 
 
bitter dregs at the bottom 
of a Turkish coffee cup, as a body-ache 
 
rolling out from sinews in a sigh 
of something recollected, for a moment burning― 
 
you are the boiling 
that rears its head through a bubble, 
 
clammy touch of rubbing alcohol on metal. 
 
A vision, glistening: 
someone in a black cloak, arguing with me 
 
here are the lemon-rinds of memory: an after 
-taste of coffee; a blistered mouth that exhales 
 
humid breath across the mosquito-harvest, 
rising in hysteria 
 
most of all the burn― 
smell of magnolia 
 
from an old swamp cooler,  
 
 
wafting up. 
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Youth 
 
 
You wove a lie and we believed it,  
wore its shiny vest as the Venus di  
Milo proudly wore her  
arms. I’ve known this bluff  
of cliff, stood sleeveless  
at its panoramic edge,  
 
brazen and puffed   
we, irrespective at the precipice.  
This plateau is yours too,  
until we leap (though  
some sneak off  its ledge early &  
jump),  
 
into the wide  
open- 
 
ended, 
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Not With a Bang 
 
                                
And what was it we raced to with arms open wide,   
                                                       after opening the door? Flinging ourselves  
 
forward, into its embrace, as if it were our lover  
at the end of the corridor we ran through the day to meet,  
calling our names.    
                                                                                    
                                                                       But it’s not them, is it?                                                              
 
How short.  
The sprinted length of it. The earth-womb of it. 
Towards a red-haired Siren in a white satin dress  
her parting gash of lips a red cave-mouth calling out for your last kiss.                                                                                      
 
This is the broken digit.  
 
      A flung-open manuscript on a wooden table. A 
speed reader weeps at the end of a book. Pages flip 
in the wind.   Frequency of flesh (or,  
a composite worn like fake jewelry).  
 
                                                                           This is the indignity 
of it.  
      
Because we carry sorrow in our knees, blessed are the rooted trees.   
    
 
This is the sideline story 
the way we run 
with one hand clinging onto a myth  
the other clutching at wind. 
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Perfectly Clear 
 
From up here the mountains  
are hills that seem so big to ants  
below the rivers make out 
 
as veins that snake around 
those earthen mounds like water 
running itself clean they remind me  
 
of my mother sitting next to me  
who once loomed so big now  
a foot hill her words flowing  
 
non-stop encircling the slopes  
of her body though she is  
standing still as though her stream  
 
of speech embodies a longing  
she will hear if she stops  
talking long enough she will  
 
hear the only thing she has not  
spoken waiting around  
the bend of her words an echo of 
 
a former question only an echo of  
the original it is perfectly clear my mother  
is afraid of the end of every sentence 
 
you can see it deep in the unwinding  
water of her eyes you can hear it in  
her speech running rapid incessant 
 
as if each question were an  
impostor posing for another  
all of them secretly only one 
 
innocently born in the longing  
mouth of a child long ago on  
an airplane who asked are we there yet? 
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Deadline: 
 
Something about the weight  
of this word drags  
the tongue down 
from roof to watery bed 
a finality of two words  
strung together  
like lead weights and nylon rope  
we used for fishing.  
My father, now dead,  
would feed his polymer line 
into the sea, watch it spiral  
deep into blue depths 
growing taut as string  
between two tin cans  
we played with as children 
when words like death and dead  
were game as ghosts:  
we held the line to talk to angels,  
their metallic whispers 
running across the live wire   
as real as reflection on water. 
 
Fishing side by side,  
our fingers would wait  
for a pulse, for a fish  
to take our bait, our bodies  
lulled by the rocking boat   
watched the lines  
stretch out from our hands 
like umbilical cords 
tying us to our watery doubles 
as if the locket of the self  
had sprung open 
uncoiled, split   
clam-wide to reveal  
the pearly soul if it could 
that seeded gem  
grown from suffering  
until its image is distorted, 
released  
from a valve encasing  
by the snap of chord  
 
                       and leaping fish.   
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Rupture of the Moving Canvas  
 
 
 
No one sees the eye  
the image dissolves upon. 
 
This, then, is the only  
capturing, 
for she is beyond words,  
 
her vowels emptied ovum sacks,  
a mouth, spilling out silence,  
 
hangs open. I can’t fathom 
the before & after, those sonograms  
in my sister’s hands, 
 
but will Sound back to her, 
say I am sorry, anyway. 
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For the Love of Food 
 
 
Sometimes the dead just don’t leave 
the living alone, hang on like you won’t believe. 
In the kitchen, father pays a visit 
to the altar of my oven,  
sticks a thumb in  
my cooking pot, his loud voice  
a cold finger on memory,  
calls out voicelessly for flavors  
he longs to taste again 
until I am bawling in the stew 
of my own making.  
As if he still has teeth  
with which to chew,  
can partake of stuffed turkeys, 
their drum sticks especially, 
he loved to eat.  
 
 
The way he wolfed down the dark meat. 
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Kundalini 
 
 
 
 
  Sea horse, anchor of me, my over 
-whelming work of art, is a question mark  
postures as body’s mast, sleeping serpent  
tingling down my back, poised coil tail of  
the brain, staff for the skull, dominoes in 
vertical row,   
vertebrae  
balanced  
in a stack. 
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Lunar Eclipse 
 
 
During yesterday’s low pull 
I climbed into a narrow cave, 
Fit my body snug  
into its one mouth, 
pretending this was my grave, 
listened for the space 
between the systole  
and diastole,  
against the distant sounds  
of waves smashing rock  
into sand. 
 
Now I stand on my narrow balcony,  
watch the moon veil  
the continents of its face,  
pace the width of my perch,  
eclipsed as this lunatic night  
by the dark, starless 
beneath sediment  
and silt  
 
 
of my days, the counting 
of them, their dwindling down. 
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Aletheia 
After Zorba the Greek 
 
“To be alive is trouble; only death is not.” 
                       Zorba           
 
 
When his firstborn passed, the village people believed him mad. 
 
Zorba found the boy at the foot of the mountain, 
floppy bones of Dmitri chunks of rock from the fall. Laying his crushed form  
on the kitchen table, the women who sponged him, careful not to shred over  
tenderized skin, were gentle  
 
with their daubs. His mother,  
unable to contain her fullness, rend off her black scarf, howled over  
the coins of his eyes, the women in chorus.  
But Zorba, still as Dmitri  
  
between the mourners, slipped out over  
the backdoor threshold. Who knew within his quiet simmered not grief,  
but the thrumming of a santouri? Tempests inside him stirred suddenly,  
spilling into dance, 
 
the steps of his feet intricate, alternated to 
a distant beat, twirling as a dervish twirls to another tempo, torso  
upright, arms outstretched, fingers occasionally snapping over  
palms that opened and closed their grip and release on something  
intangible,  
  
all the while spinning into trance,  
on the dirt, thin cloud of sand around him climbing in wisps 
against lack of color the sky, for an instant, becomes before it steeps  
into blush of lilac, before the navy twilight takes over,  
rising as a coil stretched taut rises, 
 
his mortal instrument overcome, 
until the words, catching up with feet bruised by pebbles, came  
through: Zorba, dancing spent, body limp, then knew.  
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Mid Heaven 
After Omar Khayyam 
 
Flute, lute and lyre,  
enclave his feet like  
fallen fruit 
next to an empty jug  
beneath a tree:  
 
bard & musician  
stenciled on sheepskin; 
instruments burgeoning  
through color 
 
as he holds out his goblet & waits  
for that Beloved Conductor 
to unstop the cork  
& pull all sound together.  
 
Behind him, a full-bodied woman  
leans, as if on the verge of a question, 
to fill his cup (Who moves the  
………………  hand that pours 
………………. this wine? Pushes  
………………..the pen to scrape 
……………….down these lines?  
& Who is the cup?), overflowing cherry  
on dead animal skin,     
brought from Old Damascus Souk.  
 
Somewhere in a distant Occident  
a woman before the painting   
swirls her glass of rouge,  
pulls out the art with her eyes,  
imagination’s caverns, breathes  
in its heady fumes, sees   
he & the wine are as water  
 
finding its own level:  
that bard, his words  
singing with wine,  
are stirred into the paints 
of an unknown Persian artist  
whose stained mouth  
sang as he drew 
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III. 
REVOLUTION OF THE HUNGRY 
Found & Forgotten  
From the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
 
 
 
“Whereas recognition  
of the inherent dignity  
and of the equal and inalienable   
rights of all  
members of the human family  
 
 
is the foundation of freedom, justice, and peace in the world,  
 
 
whereas disregard  
and contempt for human rights  
have resulted in barbarous acts  
which have outraged  
                          the conscience of mankind.”  
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Swept Away                                                       
 
These are the colors of a country 
rippling below its glorious flag 
not red, not green, not black or white 
but yellow, bright yellow, only 
bright yellow jumpsuits sweeping 
through the streets, rippling 
in the car-stirred wind, jumpsuits, not 
men, hard to tell them apart, their Asian 
faces indistinct as accumulated 
refuse they sweep into overfed refuse 
bags; hard to tell them apart 
bright yellow garbage bags 
bright yellow jumpsuits 
both branded with 
interchangeable company logos: 
Clean-Co                   Tanzif-Co 
branded by equally interchangeable bloated bellies: 
over-stuffed garbage sacks 
hunger-puffed jumpsuits 
blurred in the mechanical breeze of passing cars: 
Mercedes                 Jaguars 
passengers zoom by, unmoved, refuse 
to notice the exchangeable bags 
acknowledged only through the daily gift of 
trash: empty` candy wrappers 
cigarette-butts or soda cans: daily bread 
collected by an invisible hungry man. 
So that the duress of an empty yellow 
sleeve does not disturb, you 
roll up your windows at the traffic light 
look right through the bodiless dress as you  
must, fluttering beneath palm trees, sweeping 
out debris of the day, eating dust. 
 
These are the colors of a country 
rippling below its glorious flag. 
A collective dirty secret.  
A state. Colors of Kuwait. 
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Madam (Madhavati) 
 
“Baqer said the government would ensure workers were paid their regular salaries.  
And if any injustice happened to them, then they should go to the relevant 
authorities.”    
                                                                                       Kuwait Times, August 6, 2008 
Madam 
sips her tea  
over the morning  
newspaper, skims over 
sections on traffic violations  
(having nothing to do with her)  
the screaming front-page headlines:  
Revolution of the Hungry Begins 
Bangladeshi Workers on Strike 
Thirteen Months: Still No 
                     Salaries Paid.   
Madhavati 
cries into her tea 
every morning, now  
that her back is broken 
when Madam pushed her  
out a second floor window 
for breaking a crystal glass. 
Four months still in Adan Hospital 
forty monthly dinars   
                never paid. 
Madam 
thinks of her new lawn 
inside the outer gate:  
fresh grass imported from 
New Zealand, a green carpet  
to roll over the local top-soil  
of her yard, her headscarf  
fallen down to shoulders, thinks  
whether the fresh green grass will 
                     take this time. 
Madhavati,  
sweet like honey 
sweet as her namesake  
garden creeper vine, sits in her  
hospital bed, thinking of the three  
children she left behind  
for a better life, for money so they  
can eat.  She thinks of Mary—her new  
‘easy to pronounce’ name, given  by Madam  
          when she first arrived. 
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Mary,  
her new identity  
played the voiceless part  
perfectly, matching her parlor  
uniform, Mary, a shorter name  
in line with the coffin-wide room 
where she once slept  
in her sponsor’s dream home.  
The illusion shatters like a    
                window pane.  
Madam’s 
house-boy, an eternal boy  
unsexed, waters the newly  
imported lawn.  He can see her 
bare hair drawn out over shoulders  
as she calls to her new maid 
for more tea:  
                         “Mary!” 
 
Madame thinks 
“He won’t dare look.” 
(what is covered) 
Being a man, he looks. 
(is uncovered). 
 
 
 
   “What matter, then, if the boy can see? 
No shame except in front of men.” 
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Tearing the Veil 
 
 
 
What is covered 
is uncovered. 
 
Oh, tell it, tell it, 
says the Paraclete 
 
Peel back 
the false Self lies 
 
Like motes of dust 
 
we rise. 
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Revolut ion o f  the Hungry  Begins 
       For Banu Begum 
 
“Despite warnings from the Kuwaiti interior ministry in May that it will  
deport foreigners who instigate gatherings and strikes and will  
arrest and prosecute the participants,  
thousands of workers demonstrated  
for better pay and living conditions.” 
                                                                            Arab Times, August 6, 2008                 
 
 
i. 
Banu’s eyes became swollen 
when all the mirrors were broken 
bulging from lack of reflection 
she does not speak  
of teargas 
though her eyes  
wield batons  
beating down  
workers on strike.  
 ii. 
Let us not forget  
the recruitment agencies 
providing maids for 
individual families: 
the initial perpetrators 
and a contract of lies 
promised to the joyful lumpen 
in their rural villages, promises 
of security and material gain 
in exchange for individual agency 
servitude for shiny pennies 
and terms of employment 
never fulfilled. 
 
iii.     
“Mama,” Banu tells in broken syntax, 
 “No money, no money. In Bangladesh 
they say ‘forty KD a month, eight hours  
a day, board and food’.  In Kuwait,  
they tell me ‘no: only seventeen every 
month: housing deduction, medical 
insurance deduction, transportation  
deduction; you work sixteen hours a day.’ 
Over one year I no receive even one KD.” 
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                 iv. 
And let us not forget  
the cleaning companies 
contracting out human cattle  
for less than a concept of minimum  
wage—turn the spotlight on 
 Abraj-Co.        Clean-Co.      Tanzif-Co. 
filling their coffers, modern-day slave 
drivers, greedy company owners; usufructs  
stuffing their guts at the expense of others. 
 
v. 
Though I speak for two, 
myself and Banu, 
the law says two women  
for one man. Being only  
one woman (the lesser,  
half-witness), my testimony  
does not stand. 
 
vi 
“Want a maid?” the classifieds ask. 
“We have all nationalities!” Indian, Sri 
Lankan, Bangladeshi, Indonesian- all 
forms of Asian FOBs. Cheap, cheap! 
“If you don’t like your product, come  
exchange one maid for another: no  
extra charge the first thirty days. ”  
                                                                                         
 
 
                                                                          vii.   
                                                            Youth leaps forward  
                                                    into life, unaffected agility of each  
                                                                  day, the radiant  
                                                               beginnings of color 
                                        as opposed to the other  
                                       unwinding daily trudge. 
 
                                                                  In comes the dust. 
                                                                            Slowly the self, slick  
                                                                                 with sweet-nothings, slips                      
                                                                  into contagious trance. 
                                                       And we forget in 
                                                                  increments. 
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Ministry of Justice 
 
 
From the north, 
Siberian fists of wind  
pommel down, bust open 
corridors of air, ice-burn  
cold, reprieve from dust 
shows no mercy, pounding  
outside the Ministry.  
                           
No coats for the cleaners, 
migrant workers, 
their pinched flesh   
under sky-blue dress 
shivers open to the bone,  
their paper-thin rags  
in raging wind storms;  
uniforms offering no  
protection for manual  
labor men, each exposed inch 
a verdict of misery  
outside the Ministry  
of Justice. 
 
Colder than hell, this 
just wind, equitable 
in its administrations,  
metes out flint-cold fire  
that does not penetrate 
resistant passer-bye’s  
warm perambulations. 
 
We guilty conspirer’s  
walk down the corridors  
of justice, show  
no mercy either. 
Not the robed judges,  
nor bundled civilians. 
Only the meek inheriting wind  
to warm the souls  
of hungry men. 
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In Sepia.   
 
In his dreams 
an amateur photographer  
        pulls back the shoreline,  
the shutters  
of his mind    clacked open. 
 
   From the dark room, 
       what is under 
exposed upon the picture 
perfect view, clicks into  
   focus, as if his soul, 
 
panning out, looks through 
the open lens, zooms  
    down suburban streets 
         past the outer gate  
to a front room window, looks    
         into the interior  
composition, beyond the blinds  
of what could be anybody’s  
                 own dream home.  
In his sleep,  
sunlight pours against  
the pane. Only in dreaming  
does the photographer see  
       beyond the frame.   
 
  And there’s just so much  
      cleaning to be done 
       dust multiplying  
      beneath each bed,  
 
the mounds of dirty  
laundry, the ugly back room  
stench. Outside, trafficking 
human trafficking everywhere,  
traffic lights on the blink, and a drop   
 
of sun glints off someone’s  
fender, forces its way through  
a front-room window, across  
the negative of the photographer’s 
dream, exposing            what is under  
the shoreline of his life: what is unsaid,  
                                     what is unseen.  
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Absence 
 
Body bent,  
pinned face-down 
across the screen  
in my friend’s palm: 
if you look closely  
her form discloses 
exactly what she  
means to say, though  
hard to tell what is  
actually said,   
her pose  
over the red kitchen  
freezer at odds with  
the camera’s angle. 
      Perhaps simply, 
I just want to go home 
despite the coy female  
modulations projected  
from the phone, the  
dubbed-over mouth  
emits out-of-sync  
shapes that grate against  
sounds of playful laughter:  
Sir, madam is going to come 
meaning, of course, his  
wife, mother, sister. 
 
 
Hers is no  
posture 
of homemade porn. 
In this video clip,  
audio contradicts  
visual, blurring  
what is between 
two streams of senses;   
the only utterances we hear  
is a voice-over impostor, 
super-imposed on an eerily  
silent background.  Surely,  
there were other sounds 
taking place? Noises 
that make one notice  
the expressions on her face?                        
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Perhaps muted sniggers  
of the person filming, a  
slap or grunt from the  
lead man, an electric  
hum of the red kitchen  
fridge singing in tune  
to this maid’s pleas,  
the pan that got knocked  
over; surely anything 
other than sir, madam 
is going to come 
anything other  
than cadence of coy 
female laughter, caught   
in perpetual loop 
from the palm  
of a friend’s hand: 
a continuous rape   
in absence of sound  
conditioned eyes  
fail to hear. 
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Transport         
   
 
 
Traffic on the road is terrible, but this is normal.  
 
This can be anywhere in the Middle East, 
the heat a stampede through the solar plexus.  
 
I see those men as I get in a cab, sink into cool air… 
 
…how those men stare. And I let them.  
I can see—not through, but at; look on to.   
 
And it startles their Asian faces  
 
enough to momentarily forget how they sit, squashed, bent  
over in small seats, shackled in by space, along the bench-lined  
truck, shoulders numb against sides of the metal truck—     
  
you know, the kind used to move livestock. 
 
Eyes peek out from parallel slates  
as if peering from an oven.  
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Pitch and Timber 
 
 
Long and limber  
fingers gliding over Braille 
connect the dots, spell out  
the world upon the page,  
discover the word live  
spelled backwards is evil 
leading a blind woman 
to consider what the  
breakdown of other  
words sound like, mean  
in reverse, such as evolution: 
 
           no it u love 
 
Take away the senses 
sight and sound— 
will the ability  
to love one another 
inversely increase?  
 
Blind and deaf 
if we cannot see, nor   
hear, except with fingers  
what will be the barriers     
between the self and other? 
 
         no. it. u. love. 
 
   No, we are not lovers 
though were meant to be. 
   No. you. love. it. not.    
    Connect the dots:  
           
Helen Keller loved us best.   
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Revolut ion o f  the Hungry  Continues 
If a truth stays unspoken is it real? Null? Negated? Surreal? 
 
 ix.                                             
Oh Mary, tell me, have they given you 
the right to keep your passport yet?  
Do you still flee from your sponsors  
due to punishment by withholding of food?  
Work day and night until knuckles bleed  
                                     split to the bone?  
Tell me, oh factotum, do they continue 
to arrest you for breach of contract  
when running from their red kitchen home? 
Does your embassy still not interfere?  
From within the jail of your host country   
can you still not leave of your own free will?  
  
                                    
x.  
                            And the Bangladeshi were contracted to be 
                            Muezzin at 120 KD. In anticipation 
                            The Desi men sold their homes                                      
                            only to arrive and be told NO: 
                            their salaries were only 25 KD 
                            without apology or explanation. 
                            Many among them, who protested,  
                            went on strike in the summer of 2008  
                            were jailed and deported.    
 
                            The company owners still walk free.     
  
 
x. 
                       Life leaps forward. 
Over the fallen tree,   
 a stream, into infinite possibility:   
                                                                         a dream……..of technicolor. 
            Give me hyacinths, jacarandas in bloom                         
            a valley of two upturned palms 
                       yawning wide  
            let my breath shake loose 
                                                                         these dust-canopied skies.     
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xii. 
            Tell us, Arjuna,  
 how must they work with love 
 when the spirit is beaten down? 
              Krishna, tell us how.  
                                                          
 
 
xiii. 
And let us not forget 
the small force of Sheikha Bibi 
creator of the first semi human rights organization 
(the first legal entity of its kind): Kuwait Social Work Society 
                let us not forget her solitary  
                baby steps  
                towards evolution of local mind and spirit legislation. 
                    
vix.                         
When the sea creeps back into our voice,  
 the river runs itself clean, when   
 everything is made clear 
—then we shall write   
another story, free from mundane trance,  
as we remember our former glory of life—   
 
                                                                    the leaping dance.        
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A Dream in Technicolor 
 
 
The Ophthalmologist tells me  
I am near-sighted, meaning  
images form into coherence  
deep in my iris instead of in front.   
 
As a result the world is foggy, myopic  
sight, blurred at best, able to see  
up close, clearly, not at a distance. 
 
In less than fifteen minutes  
a Lasik session corrects my faulty  
vision, though now I can’t seem  
to let my glasses go. 
 
Having witnessed too many denigrate  
views of the absurd and grotesque,  
a decade of oppression imprinted  
across their scratched lens. Now,  
 
tucked away in their case, they vibrate  
in low hum of plastic and titanium  
two elements, a story  
waiting... 
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Segregating 
After The American University of Kuwait 
The though of a zigzag straight in a circle. 
This image bounces through my mind, 
pulls me apart, knocks on the storage  
closet of memory, 
                                    flimsy door— 
where I am still the crash dummy 
in a classroom chair, testing how low 
we can build those partitions, stretch 
the laws of physics: 
boys to one side, 
girls on the other— 
two inches less and if we strained our heads 
our eyes could pretend 
the paneling wasn’t there. 
Against the natural grain, yes: 
we subjected wood to interpretation 
bent planks of reason 
mounted them on wheels 
without warping the frame. 
 
The days turn around and fold 
back onto themselves;  
I still feel the dent- 
marks across the broom closet 
carpet of my own brain. 
It was branches and growth rings we needed, 
not sawdust-covered mottos  
of Learn. Think. Become. 
Not this backward sunlight rolling over modern  
buildings of glass and steel, 
 
becoming undone. 
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The Blossoming 
For Malalai Joya 
  
She closes her eyes and sees 
the beloved flowers of her garden 
she will never look upon again— 
the lilacs, jasmine, and iris 
— suddenly revealed 
after enduring winter. 
  
She sees the women, some of them 
walking for miles to come and touch her, 
as if her bravery might lend their mettle 
its glint, steel their cores; a promise 
they can feel, where affection’s petals 
are more scarce than poppies for opiates. 
  
When she closes her eyes, she recalls 
rosebud girls threatening to burn their faces, 
begging her to end the cleaving to old men— 
and mothers, with wringing hands, afraid for them; 
she takes it in, absorbs their grief into her garden-depth 
zen, and as she promises, smiles. 
  
When she opens her eyes, she sees the men 
lining the halls of parliament, shouting 
“Rape her! Kill her!” Warlords bent on having her 
head, their glares edged, swooping 
through her garden the night she fled, 
as if, in shedding the burga, she unveils 
  
them; lays bare the blade of their lens, 
unlocks the violent selves that, in seeing 
the self reflected for the first time, 
try to smash her instead. 
All those years, while controlling the very breath, 
the cloth did not penetrate her mind. 
  
She does not cower, stands tall on the stalk 
of her intent, under the heat of their gaze 
stemming from a flowering 
they deeply deny, as if her free face 
were a vagina she flaunts, asking for it, 
every time she closes her eyes. 
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IV. 
 
And Now, a Strange Concerto 
Spring 201010 
 
Harp, what sounds you make 
through your heavy bow-bent back, strung out 
to reconcile wire and wood. 
 
You could have been a trumpet 
bellowing your life’s music, instead a winged clavicle 
of conflicting tunes. 
 
As if you were a guitar, 
warped along the frets of your strained wood neck, 
spoiling every bar. And if you 
 
think you are immune, 
weird harp, know that you too are a strange instrument, 
no stranger than a cactus, 
 
not yet able to sing, 
who raises its prickly arms to desert skies, whispering 
por favor, I am thirsty. 
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In the Desert, Everything Prays 
 
 
Not knowing flower from weed 
The gardener prunes 
 
Though I thank fruit,  
The gift of their bodies 
 
Praise seed and pulp 
For morning enzymes they bring. 
 
To have been gardener and weed. 
To have been a cluster of grapes on the vine. 
 
Even the vegetables are unhappy 
There are melancholic tomatoes 
 
Suckled from oil-seeped soil; 
What we cast into living 
 
Atmosphere is absorbed through 
A cucumber’s skin: grooved pith 
 
Sings patterns of protest 
In pale green—mottled green 
 
Offerings of core 
None will thank it for. 
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Even Light Pollution 
 
 
As I talk to birds 
from my human ledge  
 
they cock their heads;   
assess my peculiar stance. 
 
Something stinks. Something veers  
off kilter. As for ants, every which way 
 
gone haywire. As for dragonflies 
drowning in chlorinated water. 
 
But it’s bees over the pool that give 
me worry, their drone, the 
 
way they eat rust patches  
off metal poles: 
 
nature takes on  
newer nature. 
 
I tilt my head for a birds-eye  
                                 view: 
 
even these bees without stingers,  
bezerk as they hover,    
 
beneath white-bellied airplanes  
with blade-metal gills, even 
 
fluorescent rings around  
a harvest moon swung low  
 
over the sea, even beady helicopter  
eyes belonging on flies 
 
dot the wide blue instead  
of seagulls, now. 
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Aspartame 
 
 
A simulacrum of what beats 
behind the sternum,  
 
the outcome of splitting sweet 
atoms into carcinogen. 
 
I want you to know  
ten halogen suns will illuminate  
 
the day-lit space,  
that the sum of human energy  
 
is only a flash  
on the river of Ge’s eyes 
 
and when you kiss me,   
taste the wax  
 
of my 12-hour lipstick,  
the residue of synthetic  
 
foods,  
oceans of it— 
 
sweetened with GMOs. 
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Attention 
Payson, AZ 
 
 
Aspen and ponderosa pine into blue   
cone-spruced branches point greenly down. 
 
Under wide arms there’s a wintery closure  
over last spring’s passing crown of heads. 
 
Sunlight wends between leaves and finds us 
sprawled on the ground. There’s a spiral of rocks, 
 
covered with lichen & moss.  
Our abdomens itch in stony empathy 
 
Woodpeckers peck into knotted wood, 
make doorways then knock. Backs 
 
against bark between forks of root,  
we enter dreams of heartwood:   
 
crows-tip the pine-cops,  
announce us in caws of three  
 
to trees conversing with wind.  
Lulled, we whistle a Mozart concerto,  
 
give back music to furry pines  
they leap as candles instantly lit, listen  
 
as one ear twisting up from a grid  
far beyond curled lips of any road. 
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Almost, but 
 
 
 
There is no great mystery:  
in knowing the ladder, the mind thinks  
to climb it. 
 
We do it loosely, intend our hands; our bodies 
collide as planets  
momentarily defined by one another. 
 
This is what we understood  
of intangibles, cosmic collisions, of extremities  
in temperature between gravity  
 
and dark matter. Beautiful from a distance  
but can burn if too close; 
this is what we didn’t know. 
 
Cooling off teaches of antimatter, 
how bodies set spinning is no guarantee or defense  
against motion burning itself out. 
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Meditations on a Simple Curtain 
 
 
i. 
 
What lies beyond it 
a body, drawn  
apart.  
  
A thought, projecting  
through  
a mind’s aperture 
 
gets lost at the slit  
where light exits (or enters) 
with every pull of thread. 
 
But what is that sound  
beneath the shore 
 of music, 
 
a riff beyond  
ripples of plastic, wrapped  
around waves? 
 
Here is that whirr again, 
crashes against 
the barrier-reef of a mind—  
 
 
 
ii. 
 
Attentive Reductionist! 
 
 
 
iii. 
 
This moment refuses  
to be  
snapped twine.      
  
Takes only one off-chord 
for the orchestra to go 
out of sync. 
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Accordingly a note, not  
separate, taints  
with its attention. 
 
Then does the violin string  
know, of its own volition,   
being pulled taut? 
 
 
 
iv. 
 
Not fanfare. Not trumpets. 
But what is  
that sound, 
 
that voice— 
animates my own. 
Another hum beyond 
 
human noise? 
Is almost velvet, 
a rope, 
 
pulls through the rod of me,  
draws every composed thing together 
(or apart),  
 
calling me home. 
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Between Mykonos and Paros  
  
 
 
If you could see the way constellations tilt, the sky’s planetarium askew,  
the big dipper promising to spill its luminous brew on your lap,  
 
when the boat is out in the middle of the sea, far from artificial glint save  
what is offered by the night, you would, in your preambles, pause  
 
at the design of this map, the way dots of light braid ropes of sailor knots,  
you would, lying on your back, sink into the aquamarine sway below  
 
your frail craft, reach your hands towards them, as if to pluck one off its twine,  
and in the span of your palms taste its succulence, the ice of its spangle, 
 
you would fall up into milky spirals draped across watery corridors,  
ease the tension in your lips, loosen the strain in your joints, the knotted  
 
sinews of your thighs, then give up and be struck, as a tongue-tied novice writer  
would be, in their utterances before a natural eloquence no pulse of words  
 
can net, you will remember me then as Mnemosyne, and in my remembrance  
let wind-knots guide you, let them navigate the hands of your compass,  
 
between land mass and rocky language, you will recall this sea of verse as stars  
spread out before you are spread.  
 
 
                                                                             Fill your eyes deep and feast. 
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Elemental Forces 
 
 
“I think the wilderness has won.” 
             Linda Gregg, Island of Kos 
 
  
Butterflies don’t stand a chance in this wind  
but boys in the pool, hurrying themselves  
into men, hold the girls close, 
blossoming slopes fitted into curves  
of hopeful arms.  
 
 
Wings angled as kites, some butterflies,  
as some girls to their own alchemy  
are wise, glide the hot gusts,  
uncaring those currents rip flowerbeds up,  
command hurricanes. 
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Eryx Mountain 
 
 
 
Bee, take me to that place  
I long to be,  
 
where you skim from flower  
to flower, take me  
 
far, to a new proximity,   
 
away from poisonous winds   
and traffic noise,  
 
carry us back  
before the day curdles, 
 
all the way to the beginning,  
give me gentle  
 
landings, 
 
where sound,  
free from static, emits song  
 
from another end of a tunnel, 
a simpler music,  
 
an inner light, switched on. 
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For the Makers 
 
 
“We are creatures who need to make.” 
  Frank Bidart, Advice to the Players. 
 
 
 
It may already be too late for us, but we try and make new scabs surface.  
  
We clean our own windows first. Try to stop the moon from spinning,  
find that space between the seconds and  
           make  
a different move forward. And when we say we’re the afternoon wind  
I mean it’s the force of our will that moves strong,  
thick as a bullet might travel through bone.  
 
We intend tyrants into lambs.           Work hard to be good mirrors.   
And when we say mirror                   we mean invert: 
how you may see us                from where you are,                           
                               as one gold orb, 
                                    and dna, 
 
strands of it, spiraling as two sides of a ladder. We hold it together. 
Collect from seas plastic bags rising as ghosts of the future are.  
In the way tibia of almond trees bend, we bow to earth,  
then each other, because we are here, 
 
          though it may be too late for us. 
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For 
 
I. 
Forbearance is a basket of coal on a crow’s head.    
 
For when a young woman tells a saint I love you, he replies I must  
love all people; an opportunity for liberation translates as pain. Long after 
               her babies are born, she remembers. 
 
Clouds graze as cows rolling across hills roll. As if they go on to topple 
                          over bluffs that take on the sun’s brightness  
                                                   as it sets. 
  
Forsake the idea of the sun setting. This fiery star never rises or 
                       dips: an illusion minds cast into 
                                          preset frames. 
 
 
II. 
Form: your real one is as plural formlessness.   
 
Forego all that does not give pleasure. Indulge in self-discipline  
or Bacchanalian erotica; your tallow drips,  
                    kindling diminishes quick. 
 
Forthright, be as the grove that gives first press from fallen  
olives. Get rid of those pits so that virgin oil runs your throat  
                                        into warbles.  
                                                             
                                  Forgive yourself.  
 
 
III. 
Foremost, be Aletheia. Be that flash when earth juts through  
                              the busy world’s mantle.   
 
Foreswear Zirconia for pebbles that ignite your spirit- you can hold them always 
                                                                     in the curl of your palm. 
 
Forfeit all pretense you are not a sacred forest. Give up 
any notion you are not loved. 
 
Force is a weapon to be reckoned with. Forgive me. 
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IV. 
 
Forward— cast your eyes there. Or keep them here. Toast each morning  
                with your mug— today is your birthday. 
 
Fortune is culled by what we call from our energy,  
despite nature as predatory. I’ve learned watching birds rotate,   
               sharks orbit, people enclosing on subways, 
                                         eyes hungry. 
  
Foresee your death. Feel it touch the back of your neck. Grab, smash 
                                         it against your fear. 
 
 
For I was a man who loved all people.    
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V.                                                  
CANDELABRA 
 
Part 1: What Does Your Dream Look Like? 
After Jan Fabre’s Moi, Revant 
 
 
                        Only acts of poetical terror: 
This thought rose up in a shimmer when he  
looked down the microscope’s lens; a mirror 
of life his effigy bent over, drew 
from its jaded throat what his eyes construed…   
As if his muse leans over hunched shoulders. 
As if Fabre is made of stardust, gold tacks glued  
together.  Art moves in metaphor— 
 
and just haven’t we all been here before?   
Asleep, with one eye peering out, to ask 
of the world look at me, dreaming? Once more,  
with sunlight stitched in our eyes, we question past     
  
 
this sequined glimpse of the human pond: 
regardez la: regardez vous cette monde                          
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Vous, Dormant 
After The Blue Hour Series 
 
 
Look at this world, draped in a smoky haze.   
Regard the modern canvas of life: Man 
before a pill-scattered counter: his gaze 
a half-empty cliché, never full; it can 
be my own. We brim with what we can   
 
then sieve, empty incessantly, on fire 
for more cheap thrills—don’t we  
                                understand? 
These strong blue lines overflow with desire: 
his hard pressed lips, those scrunched crows  
                               feet, acquired 
in smoke-filled dens, epicurean, largess  
etched into leathery skin. Do you smile 
at your reflection, at your own excess 
sketched in this picture? He is all of us 
framed by consuming, all oblivious. 
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And just  haven’ t  we al l  been here be fore? 
After Lancelot “Knight of Despair” 
 
I’m in a white chamber before a screen,                     
watching Lancelot, caged in a dungeon                           
with another man: the cell of his mind  
seems a tight fit for a good fight. Boxed in,                    
Lancelot manages, he fights within                                        
it, armor glinting, draws on his mettle                  
and pits against the enemy, as if,                                     
within the punting, the clank of metal                            
                                          on metal, 
            he spars himself, all hell-bent                           
in the dark, in his own projected cage                         
of fear, the mind’s invader, encircles                       
Lancelot’s ribs, pierces his breath, rages                    
until spent, at the end, looped on repeat:   
                    
I’m in a white chamber before a screen.                             
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Peacock Coffin 
After Still Life with Artist 
 
 
Outrageous—this burst of pine-box, across  
the imagination. Swirls in the cave 
of thought. Strange as sarcophagi; a cross 
the distracted masses deny—behave- 
 
       -ing as if immune to a design. Dazed 
from traipsing in the day’s moment of song, 
we line caskets with peacock feathers. Dozed, 
kipped in a crushed velvet chamber, we sing 
our vain lyrics: chars the choir’s throat: singes 
the hand that shuffles through playlists; to ward 
off thoughts of that weird box, plumed & gilded  
in dead bird feathers. And when it vaults  
 
toward you, feel the lid’s momentum snapping tight, 
                  coming to catch you midflight. 
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Time-Bomb Coccyx 
After The Dung Beetle (1 & 2) 
 
 
It started with a white heel of stone, rising  
up though muddied crust of Earth’s mantle.  
Small dandelion of bones birthed from its  
currents, shucked from the bowels of magma. 
Sprouted from humble green, topsoil vulva, 
shakes its cool white mane, towering over 
the land, shoots up like giant alfalfa.  
 
Stands colossal: homos erectus. Much more 
colonial than ants will ever 
be. We began in a pure green moment 
then colonized color to texture,  
bombed the whole world, trying to own it. 
 
 As if to say, like a dying Shiva, all fury,  
I’ll destroy what I can’t take with me. 
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Bait 
After Self Portrait as the Biggest Worm of the World 
 
 
By now we know ‘you can’t take it with you.’ 
Even those Masters became worm fodder.   
 
The body tills the field; new life grows 
then lies down until its bones feed earth’s marrow.  
And just haven’t we all been here before– 
Dreaming at this rhetorical threshold? 
Makers shake their sticks, make art: don’t we know 
when the spark moves back into the light’s fold 
the world will continue? Art won’t grow old 
once we’ve unhooked the bait of our bodies. 
Silk worms cling, spin out delicate strands, sow, 
creating stuff of silk thread  
 
only to perish in its coffin-like cocoon: 
The silk worm is a portrait of our gloom. 
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Part 2: What Does Your Dream Look Like? 
After Moi, Revant 
 
 
 
An image of sadness, Fabre must’ve thought, 
musing out loud while staring at the world— 
perhaps distressed as he looked down the scope. 
At first Fabre shared his views just with his muse: 
all the world’s fears reflected in himself. 
Ideas shone as fireflies in his mind, 
hovering round a bulb of quietude, 
becoming a maelstrom of light. Fabre devised 
there’s no point in being gentle or kind; 
art is a means to convey the message, 
inspires through the aesthetic sublime, 
like Shiva, both creative and destructive. 
 
How to set up art as a mirror: 
Only acts of poetical terror.
  
